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ESPASSO unvei ls exclusive, l imited edit ion furniture by 

Zanini de Zanine 
 

 
Above (from left): Anil armchair by Zanini de Zanine (limited edition, price on request), Carlos Junqueira, 

founder of ESPASSO and designer Zanini de Zanine 
 
ESPASSO, premier specialists in modern Brazilian furniture, art and design objects, 
have introduced a new, limited edition furniture collection by designer Zanini de 
Zanine to the UK for the first time, as part of this year’s London Design Festival. The 
launch was to coincide with the introduction of Zanine’s new book, ‘Limited Editions’ by 
Maria Cecilia Loschiavo. 
 
Trained under Sergio Rodrigues, and the son of mid-century furniture designer and 
architect José Zanine Caldas, Zanine was named ‘Designer of the Year’ by 
Maison&Objet at its first US satellite show, Maison&Objet Americas in 2015. Such 
recognition by the organisers is a major distinction, with similar honours awarded to 
international designers including Zaha Hadid, Jean Nouvel and Philippe Starck.  
 
Limited edition furniture 
 
Available exclusively in the UK through ESPASSO, the new collection by Zanine 
beautifully demonstrates the designer’s artful approach to carpentry and craftsmanship 
while showcasing the very best in contemporary Brazilian design.  
 
Handcrafted from reclaimed Ipê wood, the Balanço chaise features a gentle sway that 
counterposes the weight of the solid wood as its ergonomic angles comfortably contour 



the body. Traces of the material’s original use, including nail holes and imperfections, 
are preserved rather than concealed, retaining the lineage of the material. The 
handcrafted joints and dowels also re-imagine the masterful carpentry of Zanine’s late 
father, José Zanine Caldas. 
 

 
Above: Peroba bench by Zanini de Zanine, limited edition, available exclusively through ESPASSO, price on 

request 
 
While the Peroba bench is a truly one-of-a-kind piece, handcrafted from reclaimed 
Peroba wood, the Anil armchair playfully explores the notions of hard and soft as its 
seat and back – beautifully sculpted from reclaimed Ipê wood – resembles a plush 
upholstered design. 
 

 
Above (from left): Balanço chaise and Ipê coffee table, both by Zanini de Zanine, limited edition, available 

exclusively through ESPASSO, price on request 
 
 



New book: ‘Limited Editions’ 
 
In this new title, Zanine presents his limited edition wooden furniture. Written by Maria 
Cecilia Loschiavo with photography by Andre Nazareth, ‘Limited Editions’ documents 
over 30 pieces of furniture by Zanine – made from recycled wood in the designer's 
atelier in the Anil neighbourhood of Rio de Janeiro. 
 
The book also explores the evolution of the various 
characteristics of Zanine’s work over the decades, from 
the influence of his father and the beginning of his 
woodworking career through to his adoption of new styles 
whilst retaining the original forms.   
 
‘Limited Editions’ is published by Editora Olhares. 
 
ESPASSO, 3 Netil Lane, Netil House, 1A Westgate Street, 
London, E8 3RL (Monday–Friday: 10am-6pm, Saturday: 
By appointment only) 
 
www.espasso.com  
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For all UK press enquiries regarding ESPASSO please contact Caro Communications: 

• Jeffrey Cheung, Account Director 
 

T: +44(0)20 7713 9388 
E: jeffrey@carocommunications.com 
W: www.carocommunications.com @carocomms 
 
Notes to editors 
 
About ESPASSO 
 
ESPASSO is the premier design gallery in the US and UK for modern and contemporary 
Brazilian furniture, art and design objects. 
 
Opened in New York in 2002, Los Angeles in 2004, and London, United Kingdom in 
2012 and a satellite location in Miami in 2014 by Sao Paulo native Carlos Junqueira, 
ESPASSO is committed to conserving Brazil's rich 20th Century design heritage, 
presenting works by mid-century masters and discovering today's emerging designers. 
The gallery regularly presents a highly curated selection of pieces that are often 
unavailable outside of Brazil or made exclusively for ESPASSO. 
 
Through its unique relationships with some of the best Brazilian architects and 
designers the gallery has curated a special exhibition of Oscar Niemeyer works, 
organized a shop-in-shop for Sergio Rodrigues, presented the first solo US exhibitions 
by Isay Weinfeld, Carlos Motta, Zanini de Zanine and Claudia Moreira Salles and 
showcased works by Arthur Casas, Etel Carmona and mid-century masters Joaquim 
Tenreiro, Jose Zanine Caldas, Jorge Zalszupin, Branco & Preto and Gregory 
Warchavachic. 
 
www.espasso.com 



About Zanini de Zanine 
 
Born in Rio de Janeiro in 1978, Zanini de Zanine grew up watching the work of his 
father, José Zanine Caldas. Zanine trained with Sergio Rodrigues and in 2002 he 
graduated with an Industrial Design degree at PUC-Rio. 
 
From 2003, Zanine began producing solid wood furniture, with pieces of demolition – 
columns, beams and posts of old houses – baptised as ‘Contemporary Carpentry’. 
From 2005, he began to create a new line of furniture pieces produced industrially using 
controlled origin wood and different materials such as plastic, acrylic, metals and other 
parts of manufactured products. To represent this new furniture line, Zanini created 
Studio Zanini in 2011. 
 
Zanine has received the most prestigious design awards in Brazil and abroad for 
creating furniture in both segments, and exhibited in major national and international 
events in the area. Today Zanine creates pieces for large national and international 
brands such as Tolix, Poltrona Frau, Cappellini and Slamp and ESPASSO. 
 
Zanine was awarded ‘Designer of the Year’ by Maison&Objet Americas in 2015. 
 
www.studiozanini.com.br 
 


